Improving Antibody-Based Cancer Therapeutics Through Glycan Engineering.
Antibody-based therapeutics has emerged as a major tool in cancer treatment. Guided by the superb specificity of the antibody variable domain, it allows the precise targeting of tumour markers. Recently, eliciting cellular effector functions, mediated by the Fc domain, has gained traction as a means by which to generate more potent antibody therapeutics. Extensive mutagenesis studies of the Fc protein backbone has enabled the generation of Fc variants that more optimally engage the Fcγ receptors known to mediate cellular effector functions such as antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) and cellular phagocytosis. In addition to the protein backbone, the homodimeric Fc domain contains two opposing N-linked glycans, which represent a further point of potential immunomodulation, independent of the Fc protein backbone. For example, a lack of core fucose usually attached to the IgG Fc glycan leads to enhanced ADCC activity, whereas a high level of terminal sialylation is associated with reduced inflammation. Significant growth in knowledge of Fc glycosylation over the last decade, combined with advancement in genetic engineering, has empowered glyco-engineering to fine-tune antibody therapeutics. This has culminated in the approval of two glyco-engineered antibodies for cancer therapy: the anti-CCR4 mogamulizumab approved in 2012 and the anti-CD20 obinutuzumab in 2013. We discuss here the technological platforms for antibody glyco-engineering and review the current clinical landscape of glyco-engineered antibodies.